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A Gathering of Wisdoms is probably the very best documentation I've ever come across that focuses on the "right way"
of working with people, whether they are of the Original People, or if they're non-native.

The Gathering Wisdom forum this year will feature discussions on health, mental health, and the social
determinants of health. Based on feedback from the last Gathering Wisdom forum, it is important that there
are opportunities to learn and contribute to the work of better health outcomes for First Nations in BC. The
Gathering Wisdom forum this year will provide an opportunity for leaders and health and wellness leads to
hear from the FNHA on health programs and services, learn more about promising practices from other
communities across BC, discuss the role of health and healing in Nation rebuilding, and discuss new
opportunities in the areas of mental health and the social determinants of health. Most importantly, the
Gathering Wisdom forum is an opportunity for leaders to discuss the direction of the social determinants of
health strategy that the FNHC is leading. Will there be a decision at the Gathering Wisdom forum this year?
Based on discussions with leaders at the Regional Caucuses in the fall, the FNHC has heard that communities
need more time to talk about the direction of this work before making a province-wide decision. The
upcoming Regional Caucuses will provide time for leaders to discuss the future direction of the FNHC and
any future decisions that may need to be made related to work within the social determinants of health. Why is
it important that Chiefs attend the Gathering Wisdom forum? As decision-makers, it is important that Chiefs
have information to support the health and wellness work they do in community. The Gathering Wisdom
forum is an important part of the health governance process. It is an opportunity to provide Chiefs with an
update on progress and discuss future directions for the health governance structure that we as BC First
Nations have established. While there may be no province-wide decision to make at Gathering Wisdom this
year, the FNHC is asking for leadership direction on work within the social determinants of health. There will
be keynote presentations on Nation rebuilding and opportunities for leadership dialogue throughout the
three-day forum. There will be multiple opportunities to talk with the FNHA throughout the three-day forum.
We will be hosting a series of information sessions to ensure communities get the information they need on
health programs. In addition, we will ensure senior representatives of the FNHA are available to meet with
leaders and health leads on the specific interests of their community. More information will be made available
on this in the coming month. Who is invited to attend? Chief or Proxy Health Lead e. Social Development
Director, Social Development Worker, or Children and Family Worker It is up to each community to choose
how they want to participate in the Gathering Wisdom forum this year within the three affiliations described
above. Due to the nature and focus for this year, the participation of political representatives from each
community is encouraged by the FNHC. In addition, we are pleased to invite one 1 representative from the
following: As the discussion on the social determinants of health is broader than health services, we want to
include representatives that have responsibility for health and social services in their community. These are
examples â€” each community should select the most appropriate representative to attend for their community.
Will there be a regional procession? We encourage all attendees to bring your drums and regalia to participate
in the regional procession on the first day. How do I register? To register, visit here: After this date,
registration cannot be guaranteed. How does my community get reimbursed for travel and accommodation
costs? Travel expense reimbursement forms can be downloaded from multiple locations during the online
registration process. In addition, hard copy forms will be supplied onsite at the Forum near registration. Will
there be other activities throughout the three day forum? There will be a variety of Wellness Services open to
all invited delegates to access. Potential services include traditional and cultural practices such as cedar
brushing and smudging. In addition, a limited number of Artisan Vendors will be onsite offering products for
sale.
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Wisdom can be learned, or gained. Wisdom cannot be taught. That much we agree on. As the four of us talked
about writing this book, we realized that our best service to you would be to serve as your coaches; to share
with you the things we have learned along the way. And then, fully confident of your ability to learn, to allow
you to apply to your own life what we have to say. We talked about what wisdom means to each of us in many
meetings during several years. We asked ourselves, "If I could go back and talk to the person I was when I
started my career, what would I say? We often use words we think we understand, until someone asks us to
define them. We read the definition and find that something is still missing. We all have heard of it. We all
have used it. But few of us, if any, can offer a definition that everyone would totally agree with In that light, I
offer to you what "wisdom" means to me. I might add, too, that my definition comes not from Webster, but
instead from my understanding of the Holy Bible. For to me that is where all wisdom begins: It is not merely
the result of human ability or effort Proverbs 2: Wisdom provides guidance in the way of righteousness
Proverbs 4: It is very precious It is the exact opposite of autonomy and arrogance. It has a distinct element of
humility that comes from and with it, as well as prudence and discretion. It is clear that inherent in wisdom,
then, is the use of sound judgment further establishing that wisdom is just. Applying wisdom to our human,
earthly lives, I would say that wisdom is the ability to use the best means at the best time to accomplish the
best ends. It is not merely a matter of information or knowledge but of skillful and practical application of the
truth to the ordinary events of life. It is awareness to be sensitive to this situation, to this person, uninfluenced
by any corruption of the past. I would even go a step further and say that wisdom relates to developing an
eternal perspective on life. The fear of the Lord is wisdom, showing respect and reverence for God and
shunning evil. I reiterate, to me it is the only way to attain true wisdom. To fear God is to nurture an attitude of
awe and humility before Him and to walk in total dependence upon God in every area of life. How does
anyone become wise? Is it something you are, something you have, or something you do? Does anyone ever
set out to develop or acquire wisdom as a goal? How does a person become wise? Do people regarded as wise
think of themselves as wise? What is it about someone that has others see them as wise? Judith Ramaley
enjoyed working in university administration at the University of Nebraska. She knew that one day she would
become a university president. In , Ramaley became the chief academic officer at the State University of New
York at Albany and was acting president. Judith developed a plan for learning about how to be a highly
effective university president. At conferences for administrators in higher education, she would single out
university presidents and interview them about what their experience had taught them about how to be
effective. She asked what they wished they had known when they first started. She asked what to do quickly
and what mistakes to avoid. She was told, for example, that some professors would be among the first people
who would want to see her and they would present a long list of charges maligning an administrator that they
had conflicts with. The professors who try to get to her first with their complaints, she was told, will prove in
the years ahead to be the ones most likely to stir up faculty and staff antagonism toward her. Judith took notes
and created a small manual for herself about how to succeed as a university president. When she was hired to
become president of Portland State University in she was ready. The wisdom she had collected from dozens of
interviews significantly shortened her learning curve. She took hold of the position with self-confidence. She
did many things right with the faculty, students, administrators, alumni, and the local community. In the seven
years that she was at Portland State, she instigated long-needed reforms, reworked the curriculum, downsized
the staff, and created an impressive record. Wise people have accurate, perceptive insights into human
behavior and understand how things work. They are observers of human nature, are master psychologists with
excellent emotional intelligence. They have learned what they know from real life experience, not from
academic study. They generally keep what they know to themselves, but are willing to share what they know
with certain individuals. They are available to give advice to open-minded learners. They have a talent for
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asking questions that lead to new understanding. Are conscious of themselves, and can communicate what
they know when they choose to. They have an inner frame of reference for their actions and statements. They
"read" situations well and understand others accurately. Can see through the obvious. Have a sense of hidden
motives behind the actions of others. Are less vulnerable to cons, threats, criticism, and manipulators. Handle
pressure and threats with humor. Remain stable and sustain equanimity in times of turmoil. Want and expect
things to work well. They feel optimistic and self-confident when coping with rough situations. A valuable
way to understand something is to define what it is not. What is the opposite of wisdom? How does a person
acquire wisdom? It develops from life-long, child-like curiosity and a playful spirit. Wise people are happy
rather than hostile, no matter how badly life has treated them. You gain wisdom when you ask questions,
explore, want to know how thing work, and learn valuable lessons from rough experiences. A friend of mine
defines wisdom as a three-part process: Information, of course, is the raw dataâ€”the kind of stuff you can find
in books, in the research, on the internet. Knowledge is knowing how to apply the information. And wisdom is
knowing when, and under what circumstances, the information and the knowledge are appropriate, or useful,
or even true. And when and howâ€”and even whetherâ€”to apply the knowledge you have gained. Another
friend thinks of wisdom this way: I believe that personal wisdom begins with knowing whoâ€”and
whoseâ€”we are. And in living by a values system consistent with that understanding. In seeing, and in
appreciating, the unique gifts we have been given as personality traits and capabilities; as opportunities, and as
outright things! Appreciation, too, is part of wisdom. When I think of wisdom, I think of a client I worked
with many years ago. A truly wise man, even though his formal education had gone only as far as the third
grade. A fair and honest man of integrity and great wisdom. A man who understood, and consistently lived by
his values. And a man who, along the way, managed to build a multi-billion dollar empire. As part of my
assignment to write a company video for this man, I had the unique privilege of "shadowing" him for several
daysâ€”sitting in on all his business meetings; listening as he made his decisions. What a wonderful way to get
inside that remarkable thought process! I found a man with a clear, and sometimes rather stubborn, vision;
unshakable in his determination to act in what he saw as the "right" way. He stuck by his same suppliers, even
when someone else might charge less in the short term, reckoning that if he did right by them, they would do
right by him. He was seldom disappointed. He believed strongly in the future, and in his part in it. He planned
for good timesâ€”and bad, so he had nothing to fear. And he refused to accept that anything could not be done.
When conventional ways did not work, he found another way to get what was needed. Of the many inspiring
lessons I learned from him during that time, one stands out very clearly. It happened that some months before,
one of his most trusted executives had made what turned out to be a devastatingly poor decision, ultimately
costing the company millions. And yet, the executive remained in place. Wisdom is knowing your limits and
your resources.
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Here is an introduction to the Quaker approach to honoring and living our questions, from the Gaia House
newsletter: Are you looking for answers to existential questions? Questions of Faith and Reality offers you a
place to search for wisdom together. Pradnya Dharmadhikari and Maurine Pyle facilitate our ongoing
conversation about love, faith, uncertainty, and other questions raised by the participants. Participants write
anonymous questions, which are drawn at random for open discussion. Through contemplative inquiry, we
live ever more deeply into questions, changing ourselves that we can live the answers too. What is a good
relationship? What does community mean to me? What is a thought? Does humanity share knowledge?
Maurine said that we are all part of nature and a collective consciousness, and that includes plants and
animals. When I was attending Annapolis Friends Meeting, I was in my early twenties and, like most people
of my age, I was sure that I had all the answers. A challenge was awaiting me there in the form of my first
Quaker mentor, an engaging gray-haired artist with sparkling blue eyes named Alice Ayres. Alice had a rather
careless way of dressing. Her clothing was purely functional, never stylish. While I had my whole life mapped
out in advance, Alice had no plans. She loved to tool around town on an old rusty bicycle festooned with a
yellow ribbon, which she claimed kept thieves away. I loved her, but secretly I thought she was crazy. Alice
was magical in every way, seeming to live in a somehow unconnected sphere of reality. Little did I know that
Alice would become my greatest teacher for learning how to let go. Alice firmly believed in healing through
the connection of mind, body and spirit. She subtly taught me about the healing energies which surround the
body. Here is a typical Alice lesson, which was almost always in the form of a story. At an outdoor gathering
of Quakers a few weeks later, the yellow jackets were out in full force. Many people got stung, but not me. I
loved the bees, and they gently crawled up and down my arm without harming me. On December 18th, the
group considered the question, "Why do we seek silence? At the Gaia House on Tuesday, Dec. If this life
could be construed as a first draft, what would your final version look like? Maurine began with the concepts
of light and dark. She said that when the light shines one does not have to stay with it. But it is the shadowy
part that light has enlightened for you and that part gives you the opportunity to work on it. Will quoted Omar
Khayyam who said: Pradnya said that it is necessary to be mindful of the present, before it becomes the past.
The light and dark metaphor can also be looked at another way. A lamp that lights up an enclosed space is of
no use in the sunlight, but important indoors. Similarly the light of wisdom can be directed towards our minds,
to formulate and direct our thoughts and the acts that result from those. At this point Allen walked in and
while we were not done with the question above, we decided to move to a fresh question for him. Allen picked
the second question: Why do we seek silence? Allen said that we seek it because it is a comfortable place to
be, and for thinking clearly about life. But it is uncomfortable and even scary in unfamiliar company. Will said
that after a full day silence is recuperative. One also seeks it more as one ages. Pradnya said that silence is a
place where one can make space, clear the clutter of thoughts and dwell on whatever one wishes to. It is a
place to go inwards. Maurine mentioned the Quaker practice of mutual silence. In that situation the boundaries
separating the participants are erased and insights are offered. After the period of silence when the children
walk in they are welcomed and appreciated and at times even the children are willing to join in the silence.
Will said that usually one expects interaction within a group situation and silence at that time can be
misinterpreted. In nature silence can take on different meanings, such as, when the silence is broken by bird
and animal sounds warning presence of a predator in the vicinity. On the other hand, crickets are usually noisy
creatures but when a threat is imminent they go quiet. Silence, therefore, can be both for communicating and
for not communicating. Maurine was reminded about the Irish practicing silence as an expression of sympathy
for crucifixion of Jesus. Pradnya, on the other hand, mentioned that it is spiritual practice among the Hindus. It
is a time to listen and to go inwards and some people make a routine of maintaining silence on certain days of
the week. Will too added that it is part of retreat practices in monasteries and was especially taxing for school
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age children. He was reminded about a time when as a school boy he and his buddies walked into the woods
after the silence practice and saw the ice sculpture of a large snow wolf and how it broke the tension of having
to maintain silence that they were required to maintain until then. He said he appreciated the sounds of delight
that followed. Maurine said that like meditating, staying silent is a practice. Initially there are leaping thoughts
and memories and then one arrives at the stillness. It is helpful to practice with others. Will said that one
should seek for what silence is going to bring. We all enjoy the different interpretations and experiences that
emerge at our routine meetings and how a single idea was looked at in different ways. This is one of the
reasons we all keep coming and participating for an hour on Tuesdays. Maurine reports that several regular
attenders have tried Quaker meeting after experiencing the reflective silence of the Questions Group.
4: Gathering Wisdom: What Is Wisdom?
A Gathering of Wisdoms has 6 ratings and 0 reviews. Native American mental health workers, tribal elders, a
phychologist, a psychiatrist and a community.

5: www.enganchecubano.com: Customer reviews: A Gathering of Wisdoms: Tribal Mental Health a Cultura
Gathering Wisdom for a Shared Journey FAQ What does my community need to know about the Gathering Wisdom
forum this year? The Gathering Wisdom forum this year will feature discussions on health, mental health, and the social
determinants of health.

6: Gathering Wisdom Forum | Vancouver
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

7: Home | Gathering Wisdom Center
Find great deals for A Gathering of Wisdoms: Tribal Mental Health-A Cultural Perspective (, Paperback). Shop with
confidence on eBay!

8: A Gathering of Wisdoms : Tribal Mental Health-A Cultural Perspective (, Paperback) | eBay
"A Gathering of Wisdom" is an outgrowth of an unusual tribal mental health program cooperatively developed between
the Swinomish Indian Tribal Community, the Upper Skagit Tribe & the Skagit Community Mental Health Center.

9: Gathering Wisdom For A Shared Journey VII
a gathering of wisdoms tribal mental health a cultural perspective, magic the gathering a primer an introduction to magic
the gathering for new and returning.
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